Cultural Heritage Festivals are Featured on "Success Files" with Rob Lowe

The educational program, developed for PBS Member Stations, will discuss Cultural Heritage Festivals.

(PRWEB) October 08, 2017 -- The award-winning series "Success Files" with Rob Lowe has always aspired to stimulate thought to its diverse and multicultural audience. In recognition of the country's fascination with the different heritages that paint the landscape of America, the show will present an in-depth look at Cultural Heritage Festivals. Every autumn brings about another year of national festivals celebrating the traditions, foods, clothing, music, and legends of the American melting-pot of cultures. Viewers can join Rob Lowe as the program takes a close-up view of how these festivals allow all cultures to share - just what makes them unique.

Cultural festivals also represent a growing travel destination as Americans trek from state-to-state from spring through fall to enjoy the most popular ethnic festivals. The series will explore the national desire to learn more about ethnic neighbors and to experience the sights, sounds, and flavors of different cultures - without the international travel expenses. The show will explore ways cultural festivals are creating interactive learning experiences for both adults and children.

Rob Lowe has served as host of the Success Files series which is viewed on Public Television stations and showcases the award-winning photographers, producers, and writers taking on subjects that span the horizon, from health, business, travel, and education to agricultural and culinary segments. The program explores what makes differing cultural backgrounds unique, and what can be found in the everyday lifestyles of the people. Whether Italian or Caribbean - Polish or Middle Eastern, the United States represents a thriving population of American citizens dedicated to preserving their heritage.
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